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VTBAATTONS

lntroduction

Vibrations are oscillations that take place at regular intervals of time. Free
vibrations take place, when a system is disturbed from equilibrium position,
due to the resistance from internal forces. Tlzpically, an elastic spring or elastic
natune of a member in a system offers the resistance.

EnergA in free uibrations: To disturb a system, some external energ5z is
supplied to the system. At any time during vibration, this ener$/ is present as
combination of Potential Enerry (PE) and Kinetic Energz (KE) . Sum of the PE
(due to elastic elements) and KE (due to mass or inertia) irs equal to this
external energ/, when there is no dissipation of energr du.e to damping etc.

Conseruatiue sAstem: A system in which ener$/ is conserved (ie., not lost or
dissipated) during a cycle of vibration is called a conservative system.

Classification
(Linear - Non-linear)

A fundamental distinction or classification can be made, in mathematical
terms, as linear or non-linear. Dynamics involves inertial elements with mass
or MI (representing distibution of mass about an axis of rotation). Forces or
toques involve second order derivatives of displacements ( linear or angular).
Thus equation governing motion of the system (displacement) will be atleast a
second order differntial equation.
When system dynamics are modelled as a linear differntial equation, then the
system is called a Linear system, and associated vibratiorns as linear vibrations.
Opposed to this is the description by a model which is a nron-linear clifferential
equation.

Non-linear terms arise due to non-linear input-ouput relations in the
description of behaviour of componets used in the system. However, such
behaviour is either simplified as linear, or assumed to be in a small range of
operation, so that the overall model is treated /justified as a linear equation.

In the accompanying notes, we restrict our study to linear system models

and linear vibrations.
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vibrations (linear) can be classified hased on

a, Nature of motion (Longitudinal- Transuerse - Torsional)
b. whether external force appried (Free - Forced)
c. Degrees of freedom (singre - Two - multi d.o.f )

a. Natue of motion:
1. Lonsitudinal : When mass moves along the len gth / axis of the elastic

element. Eg. Spring - mass system
v .<.--+''zaLt)

A i\ f-]nnl2t#

2. Transverse : When mass vibrates perpendicular to the longitudinal axis
of elastic element. Eg. Cantilever with mass at end or a simply supported
or fixed beam with a mass in the span.

xc+)

t
3. Torsional : Rotational oscillation /vibration of a rotor about the axis of

the shaft on which rotor / disc is mounted.

)aLt)

b. Presence qf Erternal -force

Free vibration: (No external force)

-- Free undamped vibration: No damping element is present. Or the real

I practical damping is consisdered as small and is ignored. Here the
oscillations theoretically go on with the same amplitude.

rCF)yffi
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-- F'ree damped vibration: When a damping element is present" This
reduices the arnplitude with each oscillation as energ/ is tost in each cycle"

Forced Vibration : An external harmonic force , like F Sinc.rt acts o:n the
system. The system elements vibrate at the same frequency as the external
frequency o.

In this case, the problem of interest is the variation of amplitude with
changing external forcing frequency c,r, and sometimes the phase difference (0 )

between the two harmonics, ie., external force and system response.

Our interest is study of variation of system amplitude and Q w.r.t the changes
in c^1, as well as with the damping ratio.

c. Degrees of freedom:

The number of independent parameters required to desritre the dynamics or
motion of the ernents of a system w.r.t time, is equal to the degrees of freedom.

d^ct-)ffi
Fv'ea

In a spring mass system shown, )
we can obtain an expression for xr(tl 1 1
which describes the motion of the system, L Sl *-,(+ )
ie any point on spring as well. 1 ?
consider the system with two masses and L 1_
springs as shown. The system motion now Ef ffiJ %L+)
needs the description of two parameters ",fu(t) ., _ d.afneeos tne oescrlprlon or rwo parameters 2?-(L ) 

^ Z- d.af
xr(t) and xz(t), which are independent of each ther. siagle 4a,[ 4L"n
The number of independent parameters needed to describe are 2. Hence this is
called a two degrees of freedom system. Similarly if two rotors are mounted on

a shaft, the two parameters er(t) and ez(t) are independent. Hence it is a 2-
d.o.f system.

fyez-

Similarly 3 d.o.f system etc.
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DOF and natural frequencies: A single dof systenn has orne naturaX frequency
like (k/m)r12 for a spring mass system.

A 2 dof system has 2 natural frequencies, co,-,r and {tn2. A:ny arbinary disturbnce
leads to periodic motion of xr and xz each having comporrents of both
harmonics. Eg. Xr(t) = Ar Sin(co'rt + Or) + Az sin(c,l'zt + 0z). similarlyxz(t).

In general, the study of free vibrations is mainly to determine the natural
frequency and damping ratio. Nat. frequency is indicative of the frequency of
oscillations and damping ratio helps to und.erstand how $oon the oscillations
stop.

In forced vibration cases, knowledge of nat. frequency is required to ensure
that external forcing frequency is reasonably away from tnn to avoid resonance
effects. In forced vibrations we also study the forces translmitted to supports,
the effect of damping ratio and forcing frequency, etc so tlhat due carre is taken
in the design to satisfy the requirements w.r.t. vibrating rnechanical systems.

Free Vibrationss

Consider a spring-mass system which is displaced from il,s equilibrirum position

and left. We need to find its governing dynamic equation, the solution of which
will be the equation of motion of the mass.

Consider a moment while the mass is oscillating and has dispcament x(t). From
the free body diagram (FBD) of the mass, using Newton's equation F = m.a we

get -k.x = m:i

or mx+kx=0.

This is a second order differential equation

which is satisfied by ASin c-lt or A Cos c,rt , when r,l2 = kf nt

Here co is represented 8.s (Dn and is called the natural freqrrency of the system. It
depends upon the values of K and m in the system and is characteristic of the
system.
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Considerine ef'fect, of wei.Eht

We may write the equation including the displacernent of'mass due to its
weight rng. trn this case the spring is stnetched by A - mg /k

t k{xrA)

$1 ,.
*^E .*The FBD is as shown, fnom which

-k(x + A) amB =milwhichbecomes,(frommg=k.A)

rni+kx=0.

This is the same as when initial deflection is not considered. As it does not
affect the governing dynamic equation, we may ignore initial deflection and the
corresponding initial potential enerry in spring. The equilibrium position in
such cases is when it is displaced due to weight. The equation is the same
irrespective of whether it is presented in any of the three ways shown below:

Solution of the equation:

Fortheequation x +(k/m) x=0,

We may write the solution as

x(t) = A sinc^lt + Bcos c^lt or as

x(t) =XSin(ctt+q;

The two uknowns A and B or (X and Q ) are found from conditions of x(0) and
v(0).

Example: For the spring mass system find expression for displacement x(t),
given tht x(0) = 0.2 and v(0) = 0.5.

o = (k/ mltlz = (4OOO l2O1t1z = 10r/2 rad/s

We may take the eqn for displacement of mass as x(t) = X Sin(r,lt + 0)

Which gives, x(0) = 0.2 = X Sin Q;

dldt (x(t)) = r,rX cos(r,rt + 4; so that

d/dt(x(O)) = r^rX Cos 0 = 0.5
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From above eqns, we get

tan $= a.210.5 (10/2) : 5.656;

0 = 80o and X = 0.21 SinQ = 0.2lsin 80o = 0.203

So that x(t) = O.2O3 Sin( lo12t + 8ool

Thus the governing dynarnic equation of motion obtained from Newton's
formulation or other enerry methods lead to equation of motion ( linear or
angular) of the inertial element as shown in equation (2) .

Energy method:

Principle of eners/ method is that the total eners/ of the system is constant

( and equal to initial energr given to disturb from equilibr:ium)

For the spring rnass system, when displacement is x,

PE = ener$/ in spring = kx2 12; KE = energr in mass - mv2 12

ThustotalEnergr:T=PE+ KE= Constant, sothat d/dt(PE+KE) = O.

In this case we get d,l dt (I<x2 12 + rrrx2 12 |

= kx.* + m*.i = 0

Or mi + hr =O , which is the same governing ecluation.

In the derivation of the governing equation, we may use rnethods of
equilibrium, ie Newt on I Euler or EnerSr method as convenient.

Effect of mass of sprinq: Ctrrr")

We had ignored the mass of spring earlier. If the spring mass is signifi
need to consider the same.

At an instant, let the velocity of mass m attached at the end of spring be v.

Consider a small element dz at distance z frorn fixed end, so that KE of the

element = (mo. (dzll) .(v.(zlLl21l2

KE of spring = I: (mo. (dzlll . (v.(zlLl2 12 = (1 12 . (m" 13) v2 )

That is, it is like additional mass mo/3 attached to mass m. Hence, the natural
frequency, when mass of spring is consisdered is on = { Bl ( m+mo/3) )

+..-t- 5-
f-
t)*

0 €4^

t{"6 i=rif

cant, we
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